Investigating Mechanical Performance of PLA and CA Biodegradable Printed Circuit Boards
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Abstract—The paper presents a set of experiments investigating the mechanical performance of PCBs manufactured from biodegradable, sustainable polymers, compared to conventional materials. Cellulose Acetate (CA), Polylactic Acid (PLA) and Flame-Retardant Class 4 (FR-4) substrates were compared during the experiments. The methods involved dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), three-point bending tests and UL 94 flammability tests. Preliminary results show that the overall performance of the basic biodegradable, sustainable PCBs are considerably weaker compared to FR4 boards, however further improvements with additives and use in special applications can point to practical purposes of the substrates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic waste is gaining more attention as global electronics production increases year by year. With the amount of produced electronics, e-waste also increases from the aspect of quantity [1]. While different regulations were initiated for the removal of different hazardous substances (such as the RoHS directive for leaded solder alloys, which materials were ultimately substituted for unleaded alloys [2-3]), novel approaches are required to investigate and substitute the current electronic materials, which may not pose direct harm for the environment, but can increase the pollution during waste processing. Recycling and waste processing is also becoming more important, while most of the electronic materials are essentially non-degradable. Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) are amongst the most harmful parts of the generated e-waste, so it is important to find degradable substitutes of PCB base materials.

The literature presents limited experience about the applicability of such substances in electronics, and despite the advantageous properties of the materials, these solutions are rarely presented in commercial electronics, mainly due to the reduced mechanical performances and the reduced thermal stability of these materials. Thus it becomes a challenge to produce substrates which are compatible with the traditional electronics assembling technologies, such as trough hole components assembly, or reflow soldering with surface mount devices.

The latest articles are usually investigating the topic on the level of basic research. Staat et al. pointed their investigation on selected electric and mechanical properties of biopolymers (depending on different additives) [4-6]. Staat found that thermal stress is critical during the curing of screen printed conductive paste. Their team also found that different additives may improve such substrates from the aspect of electrical performance. Ohki et al. investigated the electrical conduction and breakdown properties of different biodegradable substrates [7, 8] Mattana et al. showed that Polylactic Acid (PLA) can be considered as basis for all-solution-processed organic electronic devices [9]. Lately they continued their research (Quintero, Mattana et al.) with the investigation of printed conductors on PLA for sensing applications [10] with a proposal of proper encapsulation. PLA is investigated for base substrate of antennas for 2.45 GHz ISM [11]; CA was lately investigated as a possible substrate for 13.56 MHz RFID cards [12]. Schramm et al. investigated biopolymers from electronics manufacturing aspects [13]. Baekler et al. developed a sensor system for measuring degrading processes of biodegradable biopolymers [14]. Medgyes et al. investigated the electrochemical migration on biodegradable materials [15], and showed that due to better wetting on different biodegradable substrates, the failure criteria may occur earlier during migration tests, compared to conventional PCBs. Our previous work focused on Cellulose Acetate (CA) and PLA materials [16-18]; the investigations were combined with vapour phase soldering (VPS) joining method, where quality concerning results were similar to the typical findings of VPS investigations [19-23] with lead-free solder alloys. Our papers also showed limiting factors of solder joint production (the biodegradable substrates have lower melting point and lower glass transition
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temperature than standard FR4 PCBs), and limiting mechanical parameters of the produced PCBs. On the other hand however, the initial results were promising from the aspect of future research paths with low temperature SnBi solders and special applications (such as the aforementioned RFID cards). Figure 1 shows test vehicles (biodegradable CA PCBs) prepared for soldering.

Fig. 1. Biodegradable test boards (CA) prepared for soldering

Different biodegradable substitutes for PLA and CA can also be investigated for PCB applications, such as reinforced bioepoxies. Niedermann et al investigated carbon-fiber reinforced, glucose-based composites with high glass transition temperatures [24]. The material shows promising performance according to the preliminary studies, where the results present similar mechanical parameters as the synthetic materials found in commercial PCBs.

According to the literature, focused mechanical analysis of such biodegradable substrates for PCB technology is still an underrepresented field, however investigating the mechanical capability (e.g. modelling approaches [25]) is a current research field in industrial engineering.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

To expand the knowledge on different mechanical parameters of CA and PLA materials as possible PCB substitutes, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), three-point bending tests and UL 94 flammability tests were applied on prepared CA, PLA and FR4 samples. It is expected, that biodegradable substrates will perform weaker than the FR4 glass fiber reinforced, flame retardant material (while the current bio-substrates are presented without any additives or reinforcement); however the basic performances must be investigated in order to continue development of these substrates.

All tests involved three different basic substrates: PLA, CA and FR4 (for reference). The FR4 PCB-s were bare glass-reinforced epoxy laminates stripped of covering copper layers. The PLA and CA boards were prepared with injection molding (with Arburg Allrounder 370S machine). The parameters of the produced boards (surface roughness, dimensions, etc.) are mainly depending on the machine setup. After the molding, it is possible to laminate copper foil onto the base [17], however for our investigations only bare biodegradable boards were used. The material parameters are presented in Table 1.

The test bodies were cut according to the dimensional requirements of the investigation methods. For DMA 60×10×2 mm, for the three point bending test 80×25×2 mm, for the UL 94 flammability tests 125×10×1.5 mm sized samples were prepared (Fig. 2.).

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF MATERIALS BY THEIR DATA SHEET PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mat. type</th>
<th>Investigated material parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density, g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR4</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a.) for lead free technology

Fig. 2. Samples prepared for the different tests
A. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

Dynamic mechanical analysis is used to investigate the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of the given materials. The value gives information for the soldering process, where a low ($T_g$) can result in additional deformations on the boards. The ($T_g$) can be determined from the loss coefficient (1):

$$\tan \delta = \frac{E''}{E'}$$

(1),

where ($\tan \delta$) is the loss coefficient [-], ($E'$) is the dynamic flexural modulus, ($E''$) is the loss modulus – the flexural modulus is based on the ratio of ($E'$) and ($E''$). The ($T_g$) is determined at the maximum of the ($\tan \delta$) function plot.

For the investigations a DMA Q800 instrument was used (shown in Figure 3.) with the following parameters. The sample holder was dual cantilever type. The frequency was set to 1 Hz, the amplitude was set to 20 µm. The measurement range of the temperature was defined according to the working and assembling temperatures of usual PCBs plus the limitations of the bio-substrates: 0-160 °C with 2 °C/min ramp. The cooling medium was liquid nitrogen. The Poisson coefficient was 0.44.

Fig. 3. DMA Q800 instrument

B. Three-point bending test

The given test method was used in order to find the mechanical performance of the given materials exposed to flexural stresses. The three-point bending tests were performed according to EN ISO 178:2003 standards for polymers [26]. The basic setup of the three point bending test is shown in Figure 4, where (l) is the total length of the sample, (L) is the length of span between supports, (F) is the bending force applied to the bender head.

Fig. 4. Schematic of three point bending test setup

To calculate the flexural modulus values ($E_0$) of the given samples, the flexural stress and flexural strain (according to the deflection) has to be calculated from the measurements also. The methodology of the calculations can be found in detailed form in the documentation of the standard [26].

For the measurements a Zwick Z020 instrument was used, where the parameters were set according to the following. The Test speed was set to 5 mm/min, the stopping threshold was set to 12000 N, the fixture distance was set to 32 mm, the maximal bending distance was set to 3,2 mm (10% of the fixture distance).

C. UL 94 flammability tests

The flammability of the given biodegradable substrates is also an important question; in circuit board technology the standard FR4 material abbreviation refers to “flame retardant class 4”. The epoxy resin binders in FR4 structures contain additional bromine to ensure the flame-resistant, self-extinguishing characteristic. The safety of FR4 flammability is determined according to UL 94 [27] horizontal and vertical tests. (A conventional FR4 board fits into the class: V-0).

Fig. 5. Horizontal test fixture for UL 94 HB classification [26]

For the given substrates horizontal burning tests (HB) were applied for initial inspections. In order to classify a material as “HB”, the material should not have a burning rate exceeding 75 mm per minute over a 75 mm length. This rate is valid for specimens having a thickness less than 3,0 mm or which sample ceases to burn before the 100 mm reference mark [26]. Figure 5 shows the horizontal fixture for the HB test setup.

III. RESULTS

The results are presented in the following chapter according to the measurement method.

A. Results of DMA measurements

Initial results of DMA investigations (Fig. 2) show that from the aspect of soldering temperatures, the prepared PLA sample boards have inappropriate glass transition temperatures for assembly temperatures, and performed according to catalogue data. CA shows slightly higher $T_g$ values than the catalogue values, FR4 shows similar performance as it was denoted in the catalogue.
The DMA results point out that from the aspect of soldering, the performance of CA is not far from the standard FR4 material, however there is some space for improvement. According to the combination of the glass transition and melting point temperatures CA may be suitable for low temperature lead-free soldering.

B. Results of the three point bending tests

The flexural modulus averaged values are shown on Figure 8 with standard deviation, where an order of magnitude difference is observable between the sustainable polymers and the FR4 material.

C. Results of UL 94 measurements

Figure 8 shows the actual HB test, where the PLA sample melts and burns with an extensive flame.
CA and PLA materials both generated burning droplets of molten sample particles, however PLA was more critical from this aspect. Figure 9 presents a quantitative comparison between the HB burning rates of CA and PLA, where the values are presented in [mm/min] units.

![Fig. 9. Averaged HB test results with min and max values](image)

Both materials fall out of the HB test specification, which means that they are fast burning materials (where both values have larger than 75 mm/min burning speed). According to the min max observations and the averages PLA is considered to be the fastest burner. It has to be noted, that FR4 materials could not be evaluated this way, while the flame extinguished after each removal of the test flame.

Additional investigation involved vertical burning tests as well [26], however CA and PLA materials failed to fit into the upper class V0 and V1 verifications.

The results of burning tests are consequential from the fact that the biodegradable, sustainable materials do not have any flame-retardant addition, nor non-flammable reinforcements in their structure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents the results of different tests to obtain extended information about mechanical performance of the sustainable PLA and CA materials. The experiments also involved industry standard FR4 material for a reference during the comparisons.

It was found with dynamic mechanical analysis, that the PLA material is avoidable from the aspect of soldering or any other assembling technology, where elevated temperatures are required (such as conductive adhesive [28-30] curing). The glass transition temperature of the material is considerably lower than the $T_g$ of the FR4 and even the CA material, which may cause considerable deformation on the materials (similar to what was shown previously during soldering experiments [16, 18]). The glass transition temperature may be improved by the application of selected additives. From another aspect, processes with lower, moderate temperatures (such as soldering with low temperature alloys) is a possibility with the use of CA.

Three-point bending tests highlighted the fact that the mechanical stress performance of these materials is much weaker than the glass-fiber reinforced FR4 boards. CA material slightly exceeds the performance of PLA however. With the plans of the application of fiber-reinforcements, the mechanical stress performance can be improved.

Burning tests showed that both CA and PLA materials inhere fast burning characteristics. Flame-retardant additives may improve the results of burning test classifications compared to the FR4 substrate.

It must be noted that any applied non-degradable (or harmful) additive material may increase the environmental impact of the generated assembly. So practically the improvements should be considered with bio-based substrates or biodegradable materials. While PCB substrates from the presented sustainable materials may show weaker performances compared to the industry standard FR4 boards, their degradability and environment friendly nature may render them as important substitutes for circuit substrates in the near future, where their weaker mechanical performance is not a critical factor from the aspect of usability (e.g. sensor electronics carriers, disposable electronics, etc.).
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